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PRESS RELEASE
Berlin, Nov 2, 2023

C/O Berlin is delighted to announce that Boaz Levin will join the institution as a 
curator from mid-November 2023. He will form the dual leadership in the exhibition 
house‘s program department together with Sophia Greiff, who has been a curator 
and co-head of program at C/O Berlin since the start of 2023, and who has been 
leading the program on a commissionary basis alone since July 2023. Levin takes 
over the position from Dr. Kathrin Schönegg, who became head of photography at 
the Stadtmuseum in Munich in September 2023. 

As a respected curator and writer, Levin brings a wealth of experience to the role. 
He has written for Camera Austria, Texte zur Kunst, and other journals, and has 
been an editor of Cabinet Magazine’s “Kiosk” platform since 2020. Levin has also 
co-curated major international exhibitions including the 2017 Biennale für aktuelle 
Fotografie and the 2022 Chennai Photo Biennale. Together with Esther Ruelfs, he 
curated the groundbreaking exhibition Mining Photography: The Ecological Foot-
print of Image Production at Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg, in 2022, 
which traveled on to Kunst Haus Wien and is currently on view at Gewerbemuseum 
Winterthur. Levin worked with Dr. Schönegg to curate C/O Berlin’s current exhibiti-
on, Image Ecology. Moreover, he founded the Research Center For Proxy Politics at 
the Berlin University of the Arts in collaboration with Vera Tollmann and Hito Steyerl. 

“With his passion for photography and his profound understanding of how docu-
mentary visual media, societal developments, and current image culture relate to 
one another, Boaz Levin is a real asset to our team. He will undoubtedly contribute 
to ensure that C/O Berlin continues mounting innovative and inspiring exhibitions 
with his broad expertise. We welcome Boaz Levin and look forward to a successful 
working relationship.”

– Stephan Erfurt, CEO, C/O Berlin Foundation 

“We are delighted to lead programming in the coming years for C/O Berlin, an 
open, societally engaged, and inclusive institution in which photography and visual 
culture in all their many forms are researched, questioned, and celebrated. As a 
private, charitable foundation anchored in Berlin’s cultural scene for almost 25 
years, C/O Berlin offers a unique forum for exploring pressing contemporary issues 
in dialogue with Berlin’s diverse communities as well as on an international level.”

– Sophia Greiff and Boaz Levin,  
Co-Heads of Program, C/O Berlin Foundation 
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